Real-time optogenetic control of intracellular protein concentration in microbial cell cultures
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Short Abstract — The ability to finely control the concentration of a desired protein in cultures of cells would be transformative for applications in research and biotechnology. We developed an optogenetic induction system and cultivating apparatus, which in combination with feedback control, allows us to generate defined perturbations in the intracellular concentration of a specific protein in microbial cell culture. We demonstrate the potential for this technology by generating fixed and time-varying concentrations of a specific protein in continuous steady-state cultures of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. This technology will allow for quantitative studies of biological networks as well as external tuning of synthetic circuits.
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I. OVERVIEW

Properties of biological signaling and regulatory networks can be inferred from studying their responses to perturbation. Phenotypes resulting from static network perturbations, such as protein deletion, can reveal essential network connections. Time varying perturbations are more informative for studying network dynamics [1-2]. Indeed, a carefully chosen perturbation scheme can distinguish relatively similar network models based on network output [3].

While experimentalists have at their disposal a wealth of technologies for measuring biological responses to perturbation, the technology for making appropriate informative perturbations has lagged behind. Typical experiments perturb the biological network with a sudden step increase in ligand and assay downstream responses [4]. Such static “step-shock” inputs stimulate the biological network at the receptor level, leaving many unprobed signaling steps between input and output. Microfluidic technology allows for the generation of time-varying perturbations, however recovery of cell material from these devices is difficult, limiting the assay of network response to imaging of fluorescent reporters [5]. Recent optogenetic methods for controlling protein-protein interactions and protein concentration also utilize microfluidic or small culture volumes and thus suffer similar limitations [5-7]. An ideal experimental tool would allow for defined perturbations in the concentration of an arbitrary protein in large numbers of cells at physiological steady-state, so that enough material could be sampled to simultaneously take advantage of multiple existing measurement technologies.

In this study, we address the limitations in existing methods by integrating an optogenetic induction system, a cell culturing and microfluidic imaging apparatus and feedback control to generate programmed static or time-varying perturbations in the intracellular concentration of a specific protein in a culture of microbes. Using an optogenetic induction system, gene expression is controlled by pulses of light leading to increased concentration of the protein of interest. Microbial culture is maintained in the culturing device, and samples of cells are rapidly removed from the culture for automated protein quantification in a microfluidic device. A feedback scheme is used to achieve the user-defined protein concentration. We demonstrate the utility of this system by both clamping protein concentration at different levels and generating oscillations in protein concentration in continuous cultures of the model organism Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The availability of this device will be a great asset to quantitative modelers and bioengineers seeking to perturb and control biological networks.
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